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Abstract—This work presents an improved strategy of control for
charging a lithium-ion battery in an electric vehicle charging station
using two charger topologies i.e. single ended primary inductor
converter (SEPIC) and forward converter. In terms of rapidity and
accuracy, the power system consists of a topology/control diagram
that would overcome the performance constraints, for instance the
power instability, the battery overloading and how the energy
conversion blocks would react efficiently to any kind of
perturbations. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the
proposed topologies operated with a power management algorithm
based on voltage/peak current mode controls. In order to provide
credible findings, a low power prototype is developed to test the
control strategy via experimental evaluations of the converter
topology and its controls.

Keywords—Battery charger, forward converter, lithium-ion,
management algorithm, SEPIC.

I

I. INTRODUCTION

N recent years, the increased emission of greenhouse gases
and the decreased level of fossil fuels reserve have caused a
shortage of energy sources in power systems based petroleum
products [1]. Furthermore, the adoption of distributed power
generation has received high attention owing to its various
benefits, as the improved accuracy, stability and decreasing
the energy losses within the conversion energy devices (CED).
Another advantage of the CED is presented during the process
of establishing a hybrid energy source, which has different
platforms and methods of control.
The integration of renewable energy sources in the power
systems based grid in a standalone mode has become the topic
of several researches [2]. The intermittent in solar irradiance
and in wind speed are both the starting point where an
accurate CED would set the required control to obtain quite a
high level of efficiency [3]. A suitable power converter is used
in multiple frameworks e.g. extracting the maximum power
from PV cells and from variable speed of wind turbine blades.
Apart the control method, the architecture of the CEDs is often
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considered important to be fitted with extra features for
instance, high power yield and stability of voltage/current
rates in both sides, input and output of electrical devices [4].
The electric vehicle charging station (EVCS) is presented as
one of the main applications of the chargers, the station uses
almost all the CEDs i.e., DC/DC, DC/AC, AC/DC and
AC/AC. Recently, various topologies of EVCS are discussed
in the literature in order to achieve optimization goals [5]. A
typical diagram is based on a DC link medium voltage,
connects all renewable energy sources via specific converters
with all kinds of loads for instance, EV batteries and
residential AC loads; however, the grid would be eventually
an addition to the platform [6].
The number one priority of a CS customer is to charge his
vehicle battery through a rapid charging process. In the
meanwhile, the EVCS infrastructure must equipped with the
suitable technologies of converters in order to fulfill the
required rate of charging power from each plugged in EV [7].
According to [8], superchargers of 350 kW are designed to
feed the EV battery within eight minutes, to support this great
amount of energy flow in a short time, the battery technology
must handle the high injected current to preserve the battery
performance from overheating phenomenon and other
inconvenient constraints [9]. Thus, the power supply system of
the EVCS is now under a massive power demand, especially
when several vehicles are connected at the same time. The
converters as well must be designed by which their
components could bear the burden from the imposed power/
frequency [10].
This work provides a comparison study between two
different topologies of DC/DC converters i.e., forward
converter and single ended primary inductor converter
(SEPIC) operated in both modes i.e., buck and boost. The
accuracy, the stability and the rapidity of control would be
tested under fast variations of the input current ripples [11].
Furthermore, an electrical system charger is often being a
critical component in which an isolated converter is required
to get separate grounds due to the high frequency transformer
providing this feasibility. The isolated converter is featured by
its outlet that can be set to be either positive or negative.
Additionally, the forward converter along with flyback
converter are known as low power isolated CEDs, they are
both representing an improved version of the classic DC/DC
converters where many enhancements are implemented e.g.,
increased noise immunity [12]. In this project, a 50W low
power prototype of a charger and lithium-ion battery, are set to
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simulate each converter topology under voltage mode control
(VMC) and peak current mode control (CMC). Meanwhile, a
power management algorithm is used in this work to set up the
two controls in order to integrate all these criteria in one
efficient platform [13].
The paper is divided as follows. Section I introduces the
used approach. The control strategy and the description of the
adopted DC/DC converters are presented in Section II. Design
and simulation results in MATLAB/Simulink of the forward
converter and the SEPIC operated under VMC and peak CMC
are performed in Section III. Experimental results of the
architecture are analyzed in Section IV. Conclusions of this
paper are provided in Section V.
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II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED CONVERTER TOPOLOGIES
A. Forward Converter
Derived from the traditional diagrams of DC/DC
converters, the forward converter based single transistor
composed by a transformer and that refers to galvanic
isolation, is an accurate choice for specific applications [14].
Technically, using a transformer based converter to boost the
voltage is an option where the turns ratio would improve the
converter response in terms of providing a high voltage gap
between input and output. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the
single transistor forward converter charging a lithium-ion
battery.

summarized as: Once the control drive is set to the transistor
(S), the energy would drop through D1, Lch, and into the
battery. At this time, the magnetizing current starts to
accumulate in the transformer primary. When the transistor is
closed, then the magnetizing current would be dissipated into
the primary windings. The magnetizing current keeps to flow
through the demagnetizing winding and D3, meanwhile, D2 is
allowing the dissipation of the output current from Lch to the
load, while the magnetizing current goes down to zero via D3
[16].
B. Single Ended Primary Inductor Converter (SEPIC)
The SEPIC is one of the conventional topologies and many
industrial applications are based on its features, such as power
factor correction, LED driving, and applications where a
symmetric output voltage is required. Basically, all the
topologies of power converters with input inductor are used to
decrease the input current ripple. The inductor offers a tradeoff between the input current ripple and the DC/DC converter
dynamic response. Compared to the buck/boost converter,
SEPIC has the same voltage polarity as the input that is its
main advantage [17]. Fig. 2 shows the scheme of SEPIC.
When the power switch is turned on, the voltage set-up and
when the switch is turned off the voltage drops. During the
steady-state process, the ripple voltage would be neglected.

Fig. 2 Schematic of SEPIC

(a)

Fig. 1 Schematic of a single transistor forward converter
(b)

Unlike a classical buck/boost converter, this scheme
contains a transformer instead of inductors which reduces the
air gap due to the high magnetizing inductance of the
transformer [15]. Yet, the energy transfer during the
conduction phase of the transistor is not stored. The output
voltage of the forward converter is expressed in (1).

VBAT  VIN

NS
DC
NP

(1)

where, VIN is the input voltage, VBAT is the battery voltage, NP
and NS are the number of winding turns of a transformer,
primary and secondary, respectively, and DC is the duty cycle
of the transistor generated by a pulse width modulation.
The basic operation of the forward converter can be
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Fig. 3 SEPIC during CCM operation when S1 is (a) on, and (b) off

In order to explain the operating phases of SEPIC, it is
important to analyze the scheme taking into account the two
conduction states of the transistor (S1) during continuous
conduction mode (CCM) i.e., opened in the first phase and
closed in the second. Besides, a CCM is a state when the
inductor current (VL1) never goes down to zero. During the
steady-state operation, the average voltage across capacitor C1
is equal to the input voltage (VIN). Fig. 3 illustrates the SEPIC
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operating in CCM, the voltage across D1 is neglected [18].
At first, the transistor closes, L1 connected to the VIN, the
current through L1 increased with a constant slope. Once the
transistor opens, L1 current would charge C1. The voltage
value of L1 and L2 during the switch S1 on-time can be
detailed as:

VL1  VIN

(2)

VL2  VC1

(3)
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During the S1 off-time, the input inductor voltage (VL1) and
the voltage across L2 can be expressed as:

VL1  VIN  VC1  VBAT

(4)

VL 2  VBAT

(5)

C. Voltage and Peak CMC
In accordance with the adopted application and to provide
continuous control of a power system, the VMC and the peak
CMC are regulating each operating mode, with only one
control at a time. They are designed to obtain numerous
improvements, for instance, a fast reaction to any required
charging power rate [21]. The selected process of control is
started with programming the voltage mode and peak current
mode set points, which are available to the user. Besides, the
maximum output voltage and the supply current can be
controlled at any operating mode. Fig. 4 depicts both the CMC
and the VMC.
(a)

In steady state, the inductors voltage is zero, which leads to
a constant current. Thus the volt-second formula of L1 and L2
are described as:
V IN D S T S  V IN  V C 1  V BAT

1  D S T S

VC1DS TS  VBAT 1  DS TS  0

 0

(6)
(7)

where, DS is the duty cycle of S1 expressed in (8).

DS 

t1  t0
TS

(8)

From (6) and (7) the ratio between VBAT and VIN can be
determined as:

V BAT  V IN

DS
1  DS

(b)

(9)

Fig. 4 Operating mode control (a) current (b) voltage

Since the power supply system operates at peak current
mode, its input provides a constant current injected into a large
scale of load voltage even at short circuit circumstances.
D. Battery Model
The most relevant features of a battery are its specific
energy and power, safety and durability. The lithium-ion
battery is one of the effective storage technologies, it has
highly performant features i.e., operating under wider
temperature range, it supports higher injected current within a
short time and a less self-discharge [22]. Fig. 5 shows the
three operating phases of charging a lithium ion battery.

As per specifications, the inductor ripples current (∆IL) is a
critical standard in order to design a reliable SEPIC. A rule of
thumb is to set 20% to 40% of the input current (IIN), as
calculated in (10). Additionally, too much ripples might cause
a high rate of electromagnetic interference while too little
would make the PWM generator unstable [19].

I L  30%

I IN



(10)

In order to adapt an accurate estimation of the input current,
IIN is divided by the worst efficiency rate (η) at VIN =VIN(min)
and IOUT = IOUT(max). To achieve a fast and a stable reaction for
charging the battery within safety measurements, the control
would be based on PI method [20].
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Fig. 5 Battery charging phases
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As can be seen from Fig. 5, the battery charger is typically
operated under three stages: first one is controlled with CMC
in which the reference current is set to Ibat-max in order to avoid
the battery overheating [23].
Once Vbat across Vbat-max, the battery charging mode would
be switched to the second stage and the approach would be
adjusted to the VMC in which the output voltage is configured
to Vbat-max. Meanwhile, Ibat is reduced until it falls under Ibat-min
where the third stage is achieved; the control strategy is still
operating at the same mode, except that the reference voltage
is now set to Vbat-float. This rate is able to avoid the worst deep
self-discharge by generating a small current for charging the
battery.

illustrates the two schemes of the adopted CEDs modeled in
the Simulink tool. The power management algorithm is used
to control both converters by which a generated duty cycle is
based on PI control and on dynamic inputs of voltage/current.
The proposed control is chosen via numerous criteria, e.g.,
the real time monitoring of the charging process in order to get
a reliable data to validate the configured control mode and for
a display purpose [24]. The specification of the proposed
converters used in simulation is given in Table I.
TABLE I
50W BATTERY CHARGER SETTINGS
Forward converter
Input voltage (VIN)
20 V
Battery Voltage/Capacity
12 V/ 2 Ah
(VBAT/CBAT)
Frequency (FEQ)
70 kHz
L1 = 10 mH
Inductor (L)
L2 = 12 mH
C1 = 80 uF
Capacitor (C)
C2 = 50 uF
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to test the effectiveness of these topologies and
their control strategies, a design of a 50W battery charger is
modeled in MATLAB/Simulink. The finding is to set a
comparative approach between SEPIC and forward converter,
where the load is as a 12V/2Ah lithium-ion battery. Fig. 6

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Designed converters in Simulink a) Forward b) SEPIC
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SEPIC
20 V
12 V/ 2 Ah
70 kHz
LCH = 5 mH
COUT = 20 uF
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The simulation features are based, on the one hand, on a
comparative study between two topologies of DC/DC
converter, on the other hand, on a mixed control strategy and
its effectiveness on the charging operation of the lithium-ion
battery. The goal is to gain as much as possible from each
control mode by which the battery electrical characteristics
would be preserved from eventual performance degradation.
Thus, the overheating situation is often caused by a
charging/discharging overcurrent. In accordance with the
project specification, the operation is started with the peak
CMC to avoid an uncontrolled first charging stage, once the
battery voltage reaches 12V, the power management unit will
switch the control into the VMC in order to achieve more
revenues from a large scale of power offered by the 50W
charger. Fig. 7 illustrates the simulation results of a battery

charger based forward converter operated under peak current
control. This case scenario is used in numerous applications,
for instance, charging storage batteries in the EVCS.
A constant current control is set by which the lithium-ion
battery can be charged by a maximum power, thus the SOC
waveform is presenting one slope rate. As it can be seen, the
charging battery voltage crosses its maximum limit at t=4.6
min, this overvoltage will be increased in an uncontrolled
process which will cause harmful sides effects to the battery
[25].
To take safety measurement of the selected charging
operation, the power management unit is added to the platform
in order to adapt the two modes of control following the main
algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the proposed approach designed in
Simulink using MATLAB function block [26].

Fig. 7 Waveforms of the CMC applied on forward converter vs. time

Fig. 8 Control management algorithm of the system

The program starts the operation by sensing all the dynamic
data i.e., voltage/current of the battery and the supply input
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current. In the meanwhile, the lithium-ion battery is charging
within its allowed limits of the injected current and the output
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charging voltage. Fig. 9 illustrates the results of the improved
charging process using the previous algorithm.

Fig. 9 Waveforms of the hybrid control applied on forward converter vs. time

Fig. 10 Waveforms of the hybrid control applied on SEPIC versus time

From t=0-4.6 min, the charger is operated under CMC
where IIN is fixed to IIN-max, after t=4.6 min, the battery voltage
reached VBat-max. In order to stabilize the charging voltage rate,
the control algorithm is switched to the VMC, where the
reference voltage would maintain the output to VBat-max. At
t=7.1min, the injected current goes down below IIN-min, the
VMC would be adjusted to the second reference voltage (VBatfloat).
The next chapter of the simulation section is to validate the
algorithm on another topology of converters as the case of
SEPIC. Fig. 10 shows the results of a SEPIC running under
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both the peak current and the VMC. The SOC of the 12V
battery identifies three rates of slope due to the changes in
charging power throughout the simulation time.
The waveforms of Fig. 10 test the theoretical approaches of
charging a battery using various modes of control performed
at the same process. As results, all fixed goals are achieved as
preserving the battery from an eventual overheating caused by
overvoltage and overcurrent, and also the profitability in terms
of a flexible control. Yet, the charging power in the second
stage of SEPIC is less stable than the forward operating mode.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
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A laboratory prototype of the used architecture is
implemented in order to test the proposed control strategies.
The charging operation is controlled by Texas instrument
Solar Explorer Kit (TMDSSOLAR PEXPKIT). It offers a
flexible and efficient low voltage platform to assess the C2000
microcontroller family for power applications. Fig. 11 shows
the printed circuit board (PCB) of the solar kit, in which the
proposed control strategies would be verified. The PCB is
shipped with F28035 control card to drive the SEPIC, DC/DC
boost converter and the inverter. However, the PV array is
emulated via a synchronous buck boost stage controlled by
Piccolo-A F28027 card.

operate the MPP Tracking. A PV emulator is built onto the
board with a DC/DC power stage using light sensor. To
complete the demonstration, a lithium-ion battery is integrated
to perform the 12V/2Ah battery. However, Fig. 12 illustrates
the test bench setup of the proposed approach.

Fig. 12 Experimental prototype of battery charging process

During the operation modes, further precautions are set in
order to get the system matches the required project
specification. Table II shows the allowed margin of the
connected load electrical characteristics.
TABLE II
POWER STAGE PARAMETERS OF THE SEPIC
Voltage (V)
Current (A)
Power rating
max (W)
Input
Output Input
Output
0-30

Fig. 11 Macro Blocks of Solar Explorer Kit

The prototype contains several stages for DC to DC and DC
to AC conversion along with a detection communication to

10 - 16

0-3.5

0-3.5

200

In this mode, a typical 12 V/2 Ah is adopted to test the 50W
PV emulator, the battery charger would be operated under a
hybrid strategy of control. The charger frequency uses 200
kHz which will reduce the input inductor ripples. Furthermore,
Figs. 13 and 14 show the voltage, current and the power at the
input and at the output of SEPIC, respectively.

Fig. 13 Experimental results of DC voltage, current and power at SEPIC Input vs. time
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Fig. 14 Experimental results of DC voltage, current and power at SEPIC Output vs. time

As follows from the results of Fig. 14, the SEPIC is
operated at boost mode due to the low irradiance rate applied
in the PV emulator input (0.2 kW/m2), at this case, the PV
provides 3.62V. However, the electrical efficiency of the
system reaches 93.5%. From the adopted battery datasheet, an
overcharge voltage is set to VOC=15V, the condition in which
the controller would switch the control to VCM is when the
battery voltage exceeds 0.95 VOC (14.25V), such case is
depicted in Fig. 14, where VBAT still at 0.86 VOC (12.7V).
Recent advanced technologies of batteries are designed in
order to support higher injected current and to operate under a
large scale of charging voltage. Thus, with the proposed
control strategies, the charging operation would achieve
beneficial findings, depend on the battery capacity and on its
features.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a control algorithm is presented in detail to
charge a lithium-ion battery with quite a high level of
accuracy and stability. From the proposed schemes of
converters, the control strategies via peak CMC and VMC
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voltage/current. The simulation results performed in Simulink
tool had validated the proposed control techniques on two
different topologies of converters i.e., forward converter and
SEPIC. The findings are analyzed with experimental
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